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~E FEYN’MAN’N VA~CE-TO-MEAJ4 METHOD
E. J. Dowdy, G. E. Hansan, ard A. A. Robba

h Alma NatioMI I..sboratc.y, Advancd Nuclear Techmlos Group,
MaJl Stop J562. b Alwncw. NM B7545

ABflIUCT

The Feynmum and other fluctuatkm techniqwx have been shown to be txeful for
detemn.tr@ the multiplication of subcritical systems. I%e moments of the cowiting
distribution from neutrun detectom is analyzd to yield the multiplication value. We
present the methodology ad some selectd applications and rem.ltx amd comw-i.som
with Monte Carlo calcdatlons.

lNTRODUCTION

From the recognition tlmt indigenous neutron chins in ● multiplying assembly
have time comelations arrm.g the Individual neutrons in the &mins, one cmclwles that
there must be statistical ma.lwIs methods for determhing the titus of the assembly
from neutron countem that are uetecting membem of these neutron chains. T%e
earliest of these ctatlstical analysis methods is the sc+called “Feynrnarm-,”
“fluctuation, ‘ “reduced variance,” or enhanced w-lance” method. In this method, the
devhtions in the time domd.n of the counting data from what Isexpected for ramlorn
events k ana.l~ed for its infcmnstion content. In parUcular. two moments of the
neutron counting db’MbUtiOll, the second moment abcmt the mean (or variance) ark the
M moment about zero (the mean) for regular comting interAs aro usal. For a
pdrely rwlmn neutron scwce and a detector exhibiting no dead Ume, the ratio of the
vti~ce to the moan of the counting dAta is unity. For either ● source emitting a
variable number of neutrons per went or a mulUply@ ~embly (~ a@n ● detector
with no deadtirne), the ratio of the varlmnce to the mean of the counting data is greater
than t.m.ity,by an -omit 6@xdizal by Feynrnann as Y, the excess vwl.ante caused by
the neutron chain fluctuations. Information about the neutron multiplication of the
assembly is COlltlLkMd in Y.

We have u,wd t.hc fluctuation methcd fur a number of ●pplicatkms, tnclwlin.g the
detemk ation of the ruixritical reactivity in faut critical asmmbly work ad ‘he
rbondettructive a.uay for plutordum in aunples. ‘I%J.apapur b intmtied as 4 KYTW@.Sof
our experience. ‘I%emwt complete expcdtion of our method io given in Ref. 1, much
of which is repeated here. For a general dkwsion of neutron detector @se tra.in
anal@s for the determl.nation of the rtatun of multiplying ~emblies, pleue see Refs,
2 and 3. me rmge of applications is such that the conrtrd.nts on the measurement
methcdologks differ ~eatly among these ●pplications. However, the data acquisition
aml analysis problem. that had to be faced in the past have largely been &melioratcd by
the use of the ubiquitous microprocessor capable of hardlhu prcdig ous atrlngs of
datA md mpld.sticatdl algorit.hm.s. The UT diffkxltiea in analyzing ~
tystems-obtairdng Won rates such that fhctuAUoM dw to irmli’d.duAIch.dnt cnn be
detected, prwldhg a detection mnritivity sufficient to olxerv~ the8e fluctuatkm,s, u-d
having ● complete i.nterprelatlorml mdel for the obsmablea rtill present chd.lenges.



We have concentrated our ●ffofta in recent times on improving the technique for
detmnining the multiplicatkm of highly cukxxltlcal cyctems, aml most of the apcclfic
refeTencea in this paw are to that subject. An obvious exception k the very early use
of the fluctuation methd for approach-t~tical measurements orI the 28‘I%
assembly, Jezebel.

We begin WC paper with a brief recounting of the early theoretical work that

fomned the buis for the ~-to-dtical meam,trernunts refend to irnmedhtely
●bove. The th~ is then expandd for the more general case of a multiplying syitem
in which neutrons are born in both epcm?xmous and irduced fl.ssion events as well as in
(a,n) reactions. We foUow with a discussion of the expal.mentd methods employed,
incl- a description of the equipment. Finally, we present examples of the
applications with the pwtbmnt results.

THEORY

In the early formulation by Feynmarm, the variance-t-mean ratio for the
rw..tron detecto:> count tdsto~am, for a “statlorm& multiplying usembly w=
expressed u

where, as described ●bove, Y h the excess relative~fice of the memsur~ment
results, ~ is the mean of the count Mstogram, and C reprtients the vmri.able count in
the Mstogram, rule from a large number of contiguous cotmting Interwds. In the
prompt neutron derivation of Y, Feynmarm gave:
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m that Y% varies with (1 -k )-1,
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the prompt multiplication of the asaembly. T7d.s
result wI.Ube uoti in the app catlcnu mction.



I.nourwurk cbaling with systems that are farsulxritical amlthmtmay~
(a,n) sources as well aa rpmta.n~ flasion ad Irx5ucdl fl.adcm neutrcms, we dcvelcqxd
the following fcnmdaticm for the mornentc aral@c. Following Ref. 1, w have for P(t)

andf t), theprohbi.l.ityt hataneutronlxxn attime Oproducas apulaehdt about c
J!and’ eprobabilit ythataneutrcmbom ●ttlme 0_e6afbaiem jndt about t,

respectively:

(4)

where VI has the wne defirdticm as v h, Eq. 2, and 1/!3is the neutron Ufetime in the
detector. We a.ssurne here that we will usc a mdlerated neutron detector in which the
neutron lifetime is much longer than that in the multiplying -embly. ?%is is done to
both increase the achievable detector efflciemy and to smear out the chain comelated
ccnmts in time so Vmt the loss of correlated counts duc to a finite detector deadtime is
decreased.

P,(fl)= (s. (5)
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lf the detection sys[em dead[ime after a pulse is T, [hen the expec[ed number Uf coun[~
in a time channel of width To is

r=
[ I/T’d~, P,(r, )exp -/” J4’1(f,. f:)dr, .

0 1,-7
(6)

P~(ll.12) =Pl(ll)M”l(ll, /2).

For small deadtime. we n)ake the approximation

[Jexp –
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and oh[ain:
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Then using an approximation slml]ar I. that used above for the case of small dead[ime. ue

obtain:

Fin;illy. we ob[ain:

and

(lo)

(11)

where:
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we obtain:

2–F2-c– $r’ c’ [-F, +-im=wl]
Tg(aT) e-”’(l –4Th), (12)

o (l-Ap)’

where g( x ) = I – 1 –e-’!;.x,

vv - I)(V -2)—,

~e approximation results from neglecting the turfn due to cmmti.ng of triples from a
f’idon event. The first d 6econd moments of the cmmting distrihtion are~and 7’,
respectively. The variable a that ●ppeara in the right-hand-side factors g(aT) and #sT
xd= the the behavior of the neu’mn population wm by the detector. For a
detector embdded in or closely coupho to a multiplying ~em, this varh.cde should
be the Rosd4 of the system. In motxt of our ineasururnents, however, the faster time
behavior of the multipl>4ng aasembly can be treated as inatan~eous relative to the
decay time in the detector. ‘XINW,ac seen by -he detector, neutrons enter in a burst of
oasentially zero width ml decay with time conctant of the detector. In what follow%,
therefore, we will replace a by I&the decay constant of the detector.

In our derivation, we considered only a single endogenous source, which we
repromnt as a dhdbut ed qwnt.anoous fisaicn umrce. If, in fact,_i\ i6 an (a,n) source, it

can be treated as a pseudo spcmtmneous fission source with TO - v ~ - 1 and with F.
interpreted as the (a,n) production rate.

Reco@zing that

VIFI Ap
—= M–l.—-n–kpFJ’(1(1

where M is ih~ prompt multipiic’ation, and defining
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and

Yc=
Y+ (27/To)c

l–4Th “

we can write

Yc= d4[Do+Dl(M– IH;W)-.
0

where

h
c+@ Dl(M -l)=—
~, 2“

(14)

(15)

(16)

If a similar measurement is now made using the same detector buI wi[h a 252Cf stmrc~

replacing the unknown whose mulliplica[ion is [o be determined, we can obtain

where the superscript Cf indicates values for ~<zCf: we set D\’r = O and M = 1 in [his equa[i~~n
because the probability of induced fission in the 252Cf source is extremely IOV due to its
small maw, Combining [he two measurements, we obtain

(17)



The superscript U (for unbown ) added to Yc indicates a measurement made using the
aasembly whose multiplication is to be determ.inti In Eq. 14, Ycu is a fmction of M
and, thus, iterations are required. However, except for a very large multiplication or
very small endogenous source strength, it is a weak fmction of M ad the integrations
converge rapidly.

Ztuee Pararnetem remain to be determined to obtain a solution; namely, the
detector deadtime 1, the detector decay constant B, ad the detector eff’ioiency c. The

detector deadtime is determined from a measurement of Ye mule m m
uncorrelated neutron source such as ~a,n). It is hewn that for such an uncomelated
value cf the variance-t-mean mtio (1 + Yc) is identically 1. llnx, from such a
measurement and Eq. 14, the deadtime can be readily detemnined. The decay constant
can be detenni.md by measuring Yccf for a range of values of T and fittingthisdata to
the expression

yc[f =/4 l–
)

]-e-fl~ T

/3T ~’
(18)

where A and B are both fitted constants. Tine efflciencv can then be detmmhmd from
Eq. 16, because allother terms in this equation are ~- known.

Because this is a statistical analysis mecho.1, sufficient ccnmting data are
required for a given precision in me measurements. The fractional unc-ty in Y is
given approximately sa AY/Y E (2/N)%, where N is the number of samplings of the
counting distribution that have been made. Near delayed critical, when Y is relatively
large, a smaller number of samples can be taken. But for highly mimitical systems of
tbI type we have been examhhg recently, a large number of samples is generally
r~ l-tied. For example, in Fig. 1 we display the results from measurements of the pure
spontaneous flssdon isotopes 2Q0Fu and ~~~Cf. Because these were essentially masaless
samples, only the multiplicities of neutrons from the spontaneous fbsion events creates
an anhancd variance and the *cement is larger for ~~~Cf than for aaoi%. In the
particular examples shown, approxhately 400,000 samples are required before the Y
values appear to stabilize. The uncertainty at this time is on the order of t 0.002. For
a arnall number of samples, the enhancements are actuaUy in the inveme order for t!!e
hewn multiplicity of these isotopes.

INSTRUMENTATION

In the applications below, moderated cletectom were used both to distribute the
chain comelated countR over a broader time scale ard to increase the detection
efficiency. The deadthne problem for f~ multiplying systems is ameliorated, and the
fluctuation infomnation is preserved as long as the detector dieaway time is short
compared with the chmmel widths U8ed for the measurements. In all cases, the neutron
detectors were external to the multipl~mnterlals. Several neutron sensom have
been ud, includlng flsaion chamberm and He-fUld proponional comters.

The electronic oysterns used for data acquisition and analysis have evolved in
time fwrn a vacuum-tube-based computing scaler tht pNXMd ICS, EC, ~ N “m
off -line calculation of Y, to ● rnicroproceimor-based NIM-compatible scaler that
provided the same numbers, to a microprocessor based NIM-compatible system that
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completed all of the requisite computations, to the systeti4] that is in use today that
is completely self contained, lightweight, and battexy operated (Fig. 2). ‘Xhe
instnunent system acqui.ws the data, calculates the multiplication based on the
equations in the ‘l%eory Section. ax-xlcompletes an mmr analysis automatically. A
serial ~ is provided for peripheral printem if desired, or a 16-character
alphanumeric liquid crystal &play can be used for readout.

APPLICATIONS AND RESULTS

~pt Critical Predicl.km for Jezebe45]

‘Ihe Jezebel fast critical assembly was an unreflected sphere of plutoniun with
several podtive reactivity maas adjustment buttons in addition to movable sections and
a single positive oontrol rod. The detector used in this experiment was an external
one-half in.+liam spirul fission chamber encased in a 3-in. right circular cylhxler of
polyethylene. Ihe earlier vaouum-turw-based computing scaler WSEused to detemrdne
the fluctuations against reactivity in ‘he form of the mass adjustment buttons. The
results are shown in Fig. 3, where Y-% is plotted against the number of u
e~t butt~. AS ~OVM above ~ the ThOOrYSection, Y% is prcqmtiond to the
-t m~tiP~~~~ of he mt~s ~ y-% b mPIwUti to the reactivity. For
equal worth mass adjwtment buttons, the plot should be Unear with an intercept at
prompt dAcic&J:. The linearity is obvious in the plot ad the intercept value allovn for
the detemdnaticmof the prompt critical reactivity for this assembly, as was emght.
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Fig. 2.
The self- contaime4 Luttery-operated
multiplication measurement system
ccwmected to a detector head
contabaing a number of ‘He-filled
pmportiord counters imbedded in
pcd~t~viene.
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Multhlication of the Thor Par’M

The Thor aumrnbly is another plutonium zphere, but it is subcritical when fully
aimembklo We measured ti calculated the multiplication of each of the three
wgments of the core: a top polar cap, a center segment, and a tmttom wlar cap,
weigldng 3193, 4096, ti 2174 & respectively, that comprize the 4. 17-in.4arn sphere.
Ilm20 pfuls were meastmuf in W separate experiments, udng M distinctly different
detectom In the flrzt experhnent, the INMMwere placed one at a the inside a
polyethylene moderated well counter containing Nenty 4-atm SHe-filled proportional
countem. The meammd efficiency of this detector for a‘ ~Cf zpontxmxJ6 fission
neutzons is 4.43%. A detector with high efficiency is dedrabhj, but well countem me
hardly suitable for in dtu multiplication me.asurementz. We wed this detector only to
demonstrate the measurement technique. ‘XheMCNP Monte Carlo code was used to
calculate the 8teady-state prompt-neutron multiplication in the separate Thor parts
for both the bare free-field case and the well-counter configwations. A comparison of
the measured and calculated multiplications appears In Table I.



In the second experhnant, the detectcm seen in Fig. 2 were USOUto measure
several assembled and my assembled configurations of the Tlmr parts. Again, the
MCNP code was used to calculate the multiplication values. Figure 4 is ● plot of the
measurement resul- and the com ospcmhg calculations, showing the comspmdhg
configurations of the parts.

TABLE I
THOR MULTIPLICATION

Calculated Measured Calculated
Multipl.i- Mult.ipli- Ratiob Multipll-

Thor Part MaSS (g) cat.ions) cation cation

Top 3193 2.26 2.197 0.972 2.19
center 4086 2.28 2.236 0.981 2.16
9ottom 2174 1.89 1.866 0.987 1.83

—

,.,~.~
2 3

CalCUlated lULTIPLICATIO;

Fig. 4.
A comparison of the multiplication
values of Thor -s as measured
using the Feyrmumn variance
method and as calculated using the
MCNP Monte Carlo code. The
caf!twatiti of the pcwts are
schernat icdly shoun With the
single central p[ece, the possible
efject of scatter jrom the fZoor was
examined by measudng with bvo
wferenr orientations.
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CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that it is possible to use the Feynmarm variance method for detemirdng
multiplication in subcritical systems, We have developed the requisite computer-based
system for perforrnhg such measurements and have developed the ucperimmtal
~edures for Implementing the methodology What has not been obvious in the above,
but was stated h the Thoofy Section, is that the technique for detemdrdng
multiplication on an absolute scale requires the comparison with stmxlards. This
dictates that the det.ectom used must have a flat response or else the standud must
have a neutron leakage spectrum identical with that of the system being measured.
For fast metal assemblies as described above, the use of our nomnal stmdard, 2s’ Cf, is
defemlable because the leakage spectra from the fast assemblies, although degraded,
are still fairly hard spectra, like the spontaneous fission spectnxn. For multiplying
systems with softer spectra, a d.fferent mandard must be used, and for tbe most
accurate determinations, M long as the detectom are not flat-response oetectors, a
knowledge of the leakage neutron spectrum from the assembly and the duplication of
that Jn a &tanda,rd would be required.
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